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CALL TO ACTION 
Week #2 in January was a weak one for table revenues in Macau. Feedback from the ground 

indicates widespread weakness with Union Pay scrutiny adding to the long list of 

issues. Analysts making the “bottom is in” call last week may want to rethink their thesis. While 

estimates are finally getting cut ahead of the Q4 earnings season, it may not be enough. The 

near and intermediate risks continue to mount and the numbers are worsening.  

 

THE LATEST NUMBERS 
For Jan 5-11, daily table revenues (DTR) averaged HK$693 million, down 23% YoY. This is a little 

lower than the average DTR from November 2014 to end of December 2014 (HK$727m). Month-

to-date, January is down 21%.  

 

We are now projecting GGR for January to fall “only” 12-18% owing to easy comps later in the 

month. February 2015 GGR is facing a very difficult 40% comp and could drop more than 30% 

YoY. Due to Chinese New Year calendar shifts, the two months should be grouped 

together. For the combined January/February period, we are projecting GGR to drop 23-29%. 
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MARKET SHARES 
LVS is the clear loser thus far in January in terms of market share while Wynn Macau and Galaxy 

continue to outperform in January relative to trend. 

 

  

 

COTAI NEW TABLE ALLOCATION 
We wrote last week about the risk of substantially lower number of new tables for the new Cotai 

Strip properties than expected. A multitude of issues could be causing the government to be 

more cautious with table allocations: desire for revenue diversification away from gambling, 

labor demand, relicensing and 3% table cap. We’re hearing that Galaxy (Phase 2) and Studio 

City may not be shielded from lower table allocations despite contrary talk in the investment 

community.  
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Table allocation concerns surrounding Galaxy Phase II may be leading Galaxy management to 

consider bringing more super baccarat tables and electronic baccarat to Starworld and City 

Clubs, particularly in the lower limit areas. A super baccarat table contains 16 positions (with 2 

dealers) and qualifies only as an additional table. Some existing baccarat tables could then be 

moved to Phase II.  MPEL will likely pursue the same strategy with Studio City. 

 

2015 FORECAST 
We don’t expect to see positive growth in GGR until Fall 2015, absent any big hold months.   

 

 

CONCLUSION 
Stability remains elusive and gaming volumes are showing no signs of a bottom.  The impact of 

the new UnionPay scrutiny is yet to be determined but the initial read seems negative.  It’s too 

early to call the bottom here in our opinion. 
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DISCLAIMER 
 
Hedgeye Risk Management is a registered investment advisor, registered with the State of Connecticut.  Hedgeye 
Risk Management is not a broker dealer and does not provide investment advice for individuals. This research 
does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. This research is presented 
without regard to individual investment preferences or risk parameters; it is general information and does not 
constitute specific investment advice.  This presentation is based on information from sources believed to be 
reliable. Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for errors, inaccuracies or omissions of information.  The 
opinions and conclusions contained in this report are those of Hedgeye Risk Management, and are intended solely 
for the use of Hedgeye Risk Management’s clients and subscribers.  In reaching these opinions and conclusions, 
Hedgeye Risk Management and its employees have relied upon research conducted by Hedgeye Risk 
Management’s employees, which is based upon sources considered credible and reliable within the 
industry.  Hedgeye Risk Management is not responsible for the validity or authenticity of the information upon 
which it has relied.   
  
 
 

TERMS OF USE 
 
This report is intended solely for the use of its recipient.  Re-distribution or republication of this report and its 
contents are prohibited.  For more detail please refer to the appropriate sections of the Hedgeye Services 
Agreement and the Terms of Use at www.hedgeye.com. 
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